Did you know?
There is more than one type of chickadee!
The chickadees look very much alike. How can you tell them apart? By using two birding tools: **observation** and **field marks**!

*Observation* is using your senses to make notes. In this case, you will use your eyes! 🧐
*Field marks* are the patterns that make each animal special and help you tell them apart in the wild.

Use these three games to practice your birding tools!

### 1. Spot the differences
**Instructions:** There are seven differences in each picture below. Hint: One is a field mark; the others are to train your eye! Don’t mind the numbers, those are for game #2.

![Spot the differences](image)

### 2. Color By Numbers
**Instructions:** Follow this code to color in the bird, or go wild and create your own field marks by choosing colors you want!

|----------|---------------|-------|------------|

### 3. Match the bird to the photo!
**Instructions:** Use a field guide to learn what kind of chickadees these are! A field guide is like a picture dictionary to help you name an animal or plant. Visit the Chickadee Field Guide online here:

http://www.tracyaviaryconservation.org/chickadee-field-guide

**Bonus Challenge**
There are EGGS hidden in the drawings for EGGS-TRAVAGANZA, an egg-hunt with the Aviary birds, streaming live on Tracy Aviary’s social media on April 18th.